Optofluidics is increasingly gaining impact in a number of different fields of research, namely biology and medicine, environmental monitoring and green energy. However, the market for optofluidic products is still in the early development phase. In this manuscript, we discuss modular platforms as a potential concept to facilitate the transfer of optofluidic sensing systems to an industrial implementation. We present microfluidic and optical networks as a basis for the interconnection of optofluidic sensor modules. Finally, we show the potential for entire optofluidic networks.
Introduction
Optofluidic systems are based on the interaction between light and fluid. Controlling the properties of the fluid allows for manipulating the properties of this interaction. Due to this significant advantage, considerable research progress has been made in the recent past towards complex system design for several applications [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . One major research focus lies on analysis applications in areas such as pharmaceutical, biotechnology, and life-sciences.
This progress in optofluidics is comparable with the development of microfluidics in the 80s and 90s [7] [8] [9] . First microfluidic devices have been fabricated by well-proven microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) technologies in silicon and glass [10] [11] [12] . In contrast to most MEMS devices, microfluidic devices are larger and often used as disposables. Thus, new cost-efficient fabrication technologies and materials were crucial for commercial success. Henceforth, most devices were made of polymers and structured by replication technologies. The polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) based soft-lithography process offers a method for rapid prototyping with low investment costs needed for implementtation [13, 14] . Moreover, PDMSbased devices inherit several advantages, such as tunability due to its viscoelastic behavior. This caused the widespread use of this technology platform for microflu- * E-mail: marko.brammer@googlemail.com † E-mail: timo.mappes@kit.edu idic demonstrators in the research society. Optofluidics emerged from microfluidics and thus uses mainly the same fabrication technologies.
However, soft-lithography has not been successfully established for large-scale industrial implementation yet, due to several drawbacks, such as swelling with several solvents and of permeability of dyes [15, 16] . Until now industrial fabrication of microfluidic and miniature fluidic devices is mostly based on thermoplastic replication technologies [17, 18] , such as injection molding, hot embossing or injection embossing [15, [19] [20] [21] . Examples for widely used thermoplastic materials are Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) and Cyclic-Olefin Copolymers (COC). Potential low-cost alternatives are cellulose-based materials [22, 23] . The technologies of choice are still to be defined. This applies for structuring as well as for assembly and packaging of the fluidic channel plates. Candidates for assembly technologies are thermally, chemically, and radiation induced bonding, adhesive bonding [24] , and laser beam welding [25] .
Microfluidics and optofluidics have further aspects in common besides the fabrication technologies. To date the commercially most important industrial implementation of a MEMS-based microfluidic device is the ink-jet printer head [26] . Similarly to microfluidics, the commercially most relevant industrial implementation of an optofluidic principle, the liquid crystal display [27, 28] , remains isolated without strong impact for other applications. Thus, both technologies, which were driven by large consumer markets, are not fully considered to be part of the corresponding research fields.
Several stand-alone sensor systems have been commercialized, based on fluorescence (Agilent, Affymetrix, Gyros, Biosite), absorption (Nanostream), colorimetry (Eppendorf Array Technologies), surface plasmon resonance (General Electrics Healthcare, Sensata) or interferometry (Fairfield). However, in 2001, a market volume in the field of microfluidics of 3 billion USD has been predicted for 2004 [29] , of which however only 10 % have been achieved. In 2011 the market volume of 3 billion USD was expected to be reached in 2014 [30] .
A number of reasons may be considered, in order to achieve a progress in commercial growth, such as (1) missing well-defined coupling interfaces in between components and with the outer world [31] , (2) use of different fabrication technologies and materials in research and industry [15] , and (3) missing break-through applications [32] .
In scientific projects there is the tendency to develop optofluidic on-chip screening platforms covering the fluidic channel size from 100 nm for single DNA molecule sequence mapping [33] to compact whole-animal on-chip imaging [34] . These approaches are expected to result in a number of commercial applications within the present decade.
One of the predominant success factors for industrial implementation is cost-efficiency. The system functionality and its application will define the approach to follow. For operating analysis systems, the sensor components need to be combined with switching and manipulating elements. In the development of these systems, two major design principles are applicable. Either all elements and functions are integrated into one individual device, or a set of modules is implemented that may be individually interconnected as required (Fig. 1) . If high unit numbers are produced, a fixed configuration may be more cost-efficient. However, the modular design concept may be the better choice when developing a product family of similar system configurations.
Modular system design has its drawbacks in terms of functionality, since it is not optimized for each individual application. Examples are, (1) longer channel length, leading to slower dynamic response, and higher analyte and energy consumption. Furthermore, (2) modular systems necessitate more components, such as mechanical, optical, fluidic, and potentially electrical coupling interfaces, resulting in lower coupling efficiencies.
However, a modular approach may reduce development time and costs when implementing new variants of a product family. (1) Establishing interconnection platforms as a basis for a product family of optofluidic analysis systems requires: (1) Switching concepts for selectively guiding fluid and light between a custom-made combination and configuration of optofluidic modules, (2) compact and defined interfaces assuring stable mechanical, leak-proof fluidic and low-loss optical coupling between the modules, (3) components are cost-efficiently mass-producible. An interconnection platform may be either designed (1) modularly in itself ( Fig. 1(b) ), or (2) with a predefined number of slots ( Fig. 1(c) ), such that each sensor module is mounted on top of a backplane module that is individually interconnected with other backplane modules. The first concept needs not only coupling interfaces to the sensor modules but also to the neighboring backplane modules. The advantage is, however, that the arrangement and complexity of the system may be user-defined and variably adapted to the target application. In this manuscript, we discuss modular concepts and implementations of microfluidic (section 2), optical (section 3), and optofluidic platforms (section 4). In particular, we compare our recently introduced platform, consisting of backplane modules with dimensions of 40 × 40 × 50 mm 3 [35] with other technological solutions. We equipped the module interfaces with optical and fluidic connectors. Mechanical interconnection has been realized by reversibly detachable magnetostatic connectors. Each backplane module offers an interface with optical and fluidic connectors for a functional module, such as an optofluidic sensor. The backplane modules are built of three virtual layers: (1) a microfluidic backplane layer for guiding fluids selectively through fluidic channels and microvalves, and through the sensor modules, (2) an optical backplane layer for guiding light through optical fibers and switches to the sensor modules, and (3) an electronic backplane layer for controlling the active elements in the system, namely the microvalves and optical switches.
Microfluidic Platforms
Microfluidic networks in analysis systems are used to guide the fluid to be analyzed through channels to the interaction zones of the sensors. The fluid may be guided passively by capillary forces or diffusion. Higher flow rates and pressure differences may be achieved by ex- ternal pumping or by miniature pumps (e.g. Bartels Mikrotechnik mpx, bi.flow Systems, Bürkert 7604, Debiotech Nanopump) integrated into a compact system. Most miniature pumps are membrane-based, thus generating a pulsated fluid flow. Pulsation-free pumping for low flow rates is achievable by electroosmotic pumps (Osmotex, CSEM). Since the electrolysis produces gas, an intermediate element or fluid is necessary, limiting the range of possible applications. Available alternatives for higher flow rates are syringe pumps or pressure reservoirs with dosing valves, both being rather large and thus not compatible with compact portable devices.
In order to guide the fluid selectively through the channels without applying pressure differences, external or local fields may be used. By applying external electric or magnetic fields [36] , or upon acceleration of the device, e.g., coriolis acceleration [37] , the fluid may be guided along the chosen path. Alternatively, electrical fields locally applied by an electrode array are used, forming the basis of digital microfluidics devices [38] . Advantages of this principle include leveraging well-developed microelectronics fabrication technology, and the possibility to manipulate and analyze several individual fluid drops in parallel [39] .
Higher pressures, however, require matching fluid flow control mechanisms. To fulfill this goal, integrated microvalves have been developed with several different designs and actuators [40] . They may be based on electrostatic, electromagnetic, piezoelectric or thermal actuation principles. Due to high energy density, shape memory alloy actuators are particularly interesting for compact design and have been developed in different variants [41, 42] . Drawbacks of these actuators are relatively high energy consumption and the limitation to operation temperatures below the transition temperature. For most materials the range is restricted to temperatures below 55
• C, which is not compatible with several process automation applications. Currently commercially available valves are mostly based on solenoids (Bürkert 6650, Kendrion Tri-Tech, LEE LFV, Staiger VA 204-7, Takasago VODA) and larger than 10 × 10 × 10 mm 3 , leaving potential for further development. For high-density integration of microvalves, alternative concepts based on indirect actuation have been developed [43] [44] [45] . Two layers of microfluidic channels are built on top of each other and coupled either by an elastomeric intermediate membrane or two non-miscible fluids. The fluidic pressure in the first layer controls the switching states in the second layer, in which the analyte is guided. Whereas the microfluidic chip is very compact, a large external pneumatic control setup is needed. Thus, a modular system based on this principle would necessitate a large number of fluidic connectors. Modular platforms have been presented [46] [47] [48] and are already available commercially from different companies (Microfluidic Chipshop, thinXXS Microtechnology), however without integrated fluid control devices. We recently introduced the concept for fluidic circuits integrated into backplane modules and with coupling interfaces to devices to be mounted on top [49] . Depending on the circuit different flow paths are possible (Fig. 2) . Microvalves mounted on top of the channel layer and controlled individually by an electronic circuit layer define the flow path between the coupling interfaces. Each mod- [50] . (e) Needle pierced into a sealing membrane [51] .
ule inherits interfaces to the neighboring modules and to the interconnected sensor module. The interface to the sensor module provides two channels to guide the fluid through the interaction zone of the sensor and back into the backplane layer. Depending on the circuit, the interfaces to the neighboring modules consist of one or two channels. Building two channel layers on top of each other enables intersection of two fluid flows without mixing. The fluidic network of choice for the dedicated application allows defined fluid control.
Another major issue to be solved is the development of coupling interfaces between small chips and the environment [31] . For modular systems connectors have to be integrated into the module interfaces, which is often done by O-rings or sealing membranes placed around the inlet of the fluidic channels ( Fig. 3(a),(b) ). A promising alternative concept for fluidic coupling is realized by hollow needles pressed into a tight fit elastomeric sealing ring [50] , as illustrated in Fig. 3(d) . Alternatively a non-structured sealing membrane is pierced by a needle (Fig. 3(e) ), and sealed again due to internal stress of the elastomeric membrane when the needle is removed [51] . This design assures sealing in the disconnected state, it is, however, significantly more complex than O-rings or sealing membranes. Furthermore, low death volume and designs that may be easily flushed are important for clean and defined fluid flow. This requires coupling elements with well-defined channel boundaries as illustrated in Fig. 3(c) . In this design the membrane is compressed at the borders of the fluidic channel by the inclined surface of the notch. Alternative solutions enable leak-proof coupling, but are often not designed symmetrically, which would limit the variability of interconnection of modules [52, 53] .
Mechanical connectors compress the sealing elements and provide mechanical stability between the modules. However, the reliability of compact mechanical connectors is difficult to assure, particularly when they are designed for reversibly detachable interconnection [35, 54] . We realized the mechanical interconnection between the modules by magnetic connectors. The magnetostatic force between a permanent-magnetic plug and a soft-magnetic socket is used to compress elastomeric sealing membranes at the coupling interfaces of the microfluidic backplane layers. Taking into consideration the influence of the magnetic field on the fluid flow, the fluid has to be insulated magnetically or cleaned from magnetic particles. We integrated the permanent-magnetic plug into a soft-magnetic holder, thus enclosing the magnetic field. This approach may have the potential to overcome the difficulties in coupling microfluidic circuits or modules with the system or lab environment.
Optical Platforms
Optical networks guide light from light sources to the interaction zones of the sensors, where the electromagnetic wave and the fluid overlap and the interaction properties are analyzed. Similarly to microfluidic platforms, one may differentiate between passive and active concepts. Passive concepts consist of optical waveguides or optical fibers, whereas active principles have additional controllable components, such as optical switches, multiplexers, and amplifiers. Optical waveguides have been widely integrated into polymer chips and used as optical backplanes to guide light within sensor systems [55, 56] . E.g., PMMA offers the possibility to integrate waveguides directly into the substrate by deep-ultraviolet radiation induced modification of the refractive index [57, 58] . This process requires fewer fabrication steps than two-material waveguide fabrication. Whereas for optical communication applications signal dispersion is crucial, optimization of waveguides for sensor systems is focused on efficiency. Low losses are possible with high contrast in refractive index [59] . In order to couple light into the waveguide, different approaches have been proposed. In particular, direct integration of light sources and waveguide into the same substrate allow for the most efficient coupling [60] . Optical fibers are an alternative to integrated waveguides. Since they are not integrated directly into the substrate, assembly costs are significantly higher. However, lower guiding and coupling losses are possible. Active switching between different fibers inside the optical network is mostly achieved by opto-mechanical switches. Several systems have been published [61, 62] and also integrated into commercial solutions (Lucent, DiCon, Fujitsu, Sercalo). Recently, we presented optical backplane modules with integrated optical switches [35, 63] . Five polymer optical fibers are inserted in each module, four of which are di- rected horizontally to the neighboring modules and one vertically to the sensor module. The optical switch is positioned in the center of the module. Lenses are placed in front of each fiber. Light coupling out of one fiber is focused in the lens and coupled by the optical switch and through another lens into the chosen other fibers. Different opto-mechanical switching principles are illustrated in Fig. 4 .
We developed two optical switches, each one optimized with respect to different parameters, (1) one with low coupling losses (2.5 -3.6 dB) but long switching time (1 -3 s), based on a linearly actuated assembly of optical elements [63] (Fig. 4(b) ), and (2) another one with higher losses (7.3 -11.9 dB) but faster switching (< 30 ms), based on an electrostatically actuated MEMS mirror [35] (Fig. 4(e) ). Especially the performance of the MEMS mirror switch may be optimized, increasing the maximum angles of the quasi-static mirror deflection. This would lead to a shorter free-space distance between the fibers and thus to lower coupling losses. We used quasi-static deflection (Sercalo Microtechnology), since it offers the advantage of stable switching positions in comparison to resonant operation.
When coupling two modules, alignment is particularly important between the optical backplane layers, whereas the fluidic layers allow larger tolerances. In order to achieve mechanical alignment between fibers or waveguides, precisely shaped structures are used. Fabrication within such low tolerances is possible with lithographic-based techniques and subsequent replication technologies [64] . We assured precise alignment by yoke-shaped fiber holders that are mechanically self-aligned upon assembly (Fig. 5) . The connectors are designed to be fabricated by micromachined tool fabrication and injection molding [65] . An O-ring provides the possibility to insert and seal an indexmatching gel.
Optofluidic Platforms
Based on modular microfluidic and optical platforms, optofluidic devices may be interconnected and operated. Fig. 6 shows a possible configuration of how to interconnect an optofluidic sensor module with backplane modules. We assembled microfluidic and optical backplane layers in one module, thus supplying different optical sensor modules with light and the fluid to be analyzed (Fig. 7) [35] .
The proposed design is particularly advantageous for continuous monitoring of fluid flow parameters, crucial for several applications in life sciences, medicine, environmental, and process analysis [66, 67] , as listed in the following. Optical and non-optical sensors operated in parallel would allow for measuring parameters, such as turbidity, color, the content of certain particles, the pH value or the oxygen content. The design holds the advantage that microfluidic and optical backplane layers are compatible but independently implementable. The functionality of the system may be chosen depending on the application, thus potentially reducing fabrication costs.
For some applications, a direct combination of optics and fluidics would be advantageous, when not only the sensor modules but also the platform itself is based on optofluidics. Different components have been presented that have the potential to be integrated into optofluidic analysis systems, with tunability being one of the most promising advantages. This would enable the control of the system parameters during operation, e.g., the measuring range of a sensor system may be adjusted to the environmental conditions.
One of the first optofluidic components were tunable lenses, of which the focal distance is controlled by changing the geometry or the refractive index [68, 69] . The geometry of a liquid surface may be tuned by electrowetting [70] [71] [72] or an applied fluid pressure difference [73, 74] . Lenses made from elastomeric polymers can also be modified by applying a pressure difference [75] [76] [77] . The refractive index can be controlled simply by changing or mixing the fluid. Alternative methods for manipulating geometry or refractive index are electrical, thermal or optical effects [68, 69] . The high number of methods reflects the possibilities offered by optofluidics. Tunability is also used for other optofluidic elements, in particular for tunable laser sources [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] .
Furthermore, the basic elements of optical platforms have been developed with optofluidic principles, namely waveguides [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] [94] and optical switches [95] [96] [97] [98] [99] . The optofluidic switch has even reached industrial level (Agilent Photonic Switching Platform).
For implementation of an operational optofluidic analysis systems further optimization is required. In the beginning of the optofluidic era Psaltis et al. introduced a general platform concept, built of three functional layers, (1) an optical layer, (2) a microfluidic channel layer, and (3) a fluid control layer. In order to realize such a design and thus to pave the way for optofluidic products on the market, the individual components are to be combined to an entire system.
Conclusion
In this manuscript, we discussed modular platforms for the interconnection of optofluidic devices to a total analysis system. We believe that modular concepts and welldefined coupling interfaces would promote industrial implementation of optofluidic systems. In particular, the development process of product families would benefit from this approach.
